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TIME TO ENJOY THE INDOORS!

With the change of season, comes a change of
style. The cooler months signal that it is time to
refocus life indoors.

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021
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AUTUMN ~ WINTER 2021

With the colder weather we naturally seek spaces
that evoke warmth, and protection from the
elements, and choose to surround ourselves with
pieces that bring comfort.
Our new season collections feature strong
materials, natural finishes and deep tones for their
protective feel. With soft, comforting fabrics and
textures to finish, and keep you cosy.

Marthan armchair
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About us

Our designers
Mediterranean
Soul

Creative, forward-thinking, and as talented as they come.
Both our in-house design team and the external designers we collaborate with take care
over every detail of our furniture and home-wares. From the first sketches, via development
and production, all the way to the final product.

Founded in Barcelona, Spain, our company
has grown into a global leader in the design,
manufacture and distribution of furniture, with
a presence in over 80 countries.
This only happens when you do something with
passion! We are working to revolutionise the
world of furniture, design and interiors.

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021

We are a furniture brand that
does things differently...

Quality, sustainability, and innovative processes and materials are the starting point for
every design. The goal? To create practical, long-lasting pieces that spearhead design
trends, for those looking for something more.

Francesc Julià, founder of the brand, believes in
dedication, precision and caring about design,
quality and manufacturing systems.
Values that are present in our team and our
partners.

Francesc Julià, Founder
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@storiainteriors

@gippslandhomeandliving
@nicholasdesignmornington

WE CARE

#LaFormaAustralia

Our commitment
to people and the planet

Follow, tag, be inspired!
@gather_and_place
@jamescausephotography

@designnu

“We want social and environmental consciousness
to be an inherent characteristic of our brand and
products, as are design and quality.”
Francesc Julià, Founder

@alisa_lysandra
@ al.ive_body

@Front2BackStyling
@Spacecraft_
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WE
CELEBRATE

Sustainability goes far beyond the products
themselves...
That is why our ethos covers materials, design,
production, our suppliers, our company and
infrastructure, social responsibility projects, and
much more...

@sartorialinteriors
@adgraphy

@completepropertystaging

We are committed to the environment and to
society, acting consciously and responsibly towards
people and our surroundings.
Anner glass vases
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There is no place like home... A
sanctuary to cocoon in when you need
it most, be it from inclement weather,
or the demands of everyday life.

Home Sanctuary

Calm & tranquil living

Daheli coffee table
AA6475R01

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021

Incorporate natural colours and
materials and layer in soft textiles
and warm lighting, to create a unique
and calming haven in your living area.
Novaks extension table (+sizes)
Olympia chair CC1173J03
Olimpia pendant light AA4288R25

Gilma 3 seater sofa
Available in left & right chaise option
www.laforma.com.au

Tami metal vase
AA6616R34

Yanet green chair
CC2190J19

Kadia table lamp
AA6523R34

Terence rocking chair
CC0351M46

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021
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Prism wall art
AA4198

Hurten side table
CC1071F46

www.laforma.com.au
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Ceramic top tables
that can resist anything!
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Our ceramic tables create an innovative option for your home and dining.
Crafted in Europe, largely from recycled materials, they incorporate function
and style with ease, in every room.
The dining tables are the perfect accompaniment for family dining or elegant
dinner parties, whichever style you choose.
Make a design statement with a timeless finish.

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021
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Rewena available as
hall & side tables

Arya dining table.
Available in over 50 colour & size combinations.

Properties of ceramic:

Available in various size and
colour options to create your
perfect match.
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Dark timber tones

Meet the
Indiann collection

Warm up your space with
natural materials, textured
details and
dark tones.
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Indiann display cabinet
CC1995M03

+ sizes
Indiann extension table
CC1964M03

Indiann TV cabinet
CC1965M03

The Indiann collection with its solid acacia
timber structure in anthracite finish and lineal
line detailing, will be your season favourite.
The timber is derived from sustainable
forests with controlled felling, and each piece
celebrates the unique grains and tonalities of
the timber it is crafted from.
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Indiann TV cabinet
CC1966M03

www.laforma.com.au

Indiann sideboard
CC1963M03
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Colours of
the season

DESIGN
IN HOUSE
CARLOS
GUIJARRO
The Sheryl collection is based on the
idea of creating a selection of organic
and versatile pieces.
A creation by designer Carlos Guijarro,
where everything is designed to reflect
your personality through iconic design.
To create the structure, manual joinery
techniques including steam bending
have been used. The seats are then
hand braided by experienced artisan
weavers to create a perfected and
polished finish.

Every Glynis is a one-off.
Made from solid wood,
each eco-friendly piece
has a unique grain
pattern.

Black finishes,
natural texture
and terracotta,
lead the style
trend this season.

+ sizes
Sheryl chair

1. CC2034CP46

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021
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New colour-ways
complete the best selling
Glynis collection.

2. CC0555J86

Sheryl stool

+ sizes
Sheryl bar table

Sheryl dining table

3. CC2034J01

1/ Glynis chair in black finish with paper cord · 2/ Glynis chair in natural finish with terracotta rope
3/ Glynis chair in black finish with black rope
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Keep cosy with
texture
Marthan shearling chair
S516J33

Shallow waffle cushion
KAA6983J24

Get ready for the cooler season, with
soft finishes and textured feels. We have
wrapped our best-sellers in new finishes to
create that perfect spot to curl up.

Ziggy corduroy chair
CC0826PN36

+ colours & sizes
Blok corduroy sofa

Whether it's wide or fine lines, velvet or
corduroy, pastel shades or brights, we have
what you need to enjoy the ultimate cosy
comfort this winter. Are you cold snap ready?
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Gamer shearling armchair
S564J33

Gamer armchair S564J33 & Pearle throw AA6385J05
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Sybil wool rug
AA5780J12

Blok corduroy sofa
Wilma corduroy cushion

Suanne corduroy chair
Belana velvet lamp
CC1987PN15
AA5043JU01
www.laforma.com.au

+ colours & sizes

Bogart velvet ottoman
S578JU85
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Shami Collection

Natural timber and textured
rope are right at home in
the bedroom. The Shami
collection has a dark toned
acacia wood structure with
feature panels crafted from
cotton rope, forming a hand
braided mural in lineal lines.

Dreaming
in black & neutral

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021

Shami armchair
CC1888J12

Rumer mirror
AA5720FN46

Phant table lamp
AA4177R01
Shami bench
CC1889J12

Tabuk basket
A194FN11
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Irune side table
CC1942M01

www.laforma.com.au

Shami bedhead D167J12160
Shami bedside table AA5632J12
Takashi Ø150cm rug AA6226J03
Maelina cushions +sizes & colours
Shianne pendant AA5724FN46
www.laforma.com.au

Open the doors to design
with the full Shami bedroom
collection. With matching
bedside, bench seat and
your new favourite reading
spot, the Shami armchair, to
complete the collection.

Pantone colour of the year

Ultimate grey &
uplifting yellow

Create a colour story that encapsulates
deeper feelings of composure, steadiness
and resilience, tempered with energy clarity
and most importantly hope.

“Practical and rock solid but at the same
time warming and optimistic, this is a colour
combination that gives us resilience and hope.”

+ colours

Leatrice Eiseman, Pantone Colour Institute

Itri throw
KAA6405J35

+ colours +heights
AUTUMN/WINTER 2021

Clarice cushion
KAA6431J14

Whether it is bringing in colour with
soft textiles and decor or going big with
furnishings, why not embrace the Pantone
colour edit this year in your space!

Vinny sofa S489PK03
Anina floor lamp AA4300R35

AUTUMN/WINTER 2021

Quinby stool
CC1990S31

+ colours

Krise chair
CC0219M14

New
fabr
ic!

Compo sofa
Itri cushions
Quinn chair CC1223S31
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Lighting

Let the
light in!

Natsumi table lamp
AA5836R53

Job no. 1 for Autumn: bring warm lighting
into every room.
Now is the time to switch on and create a
warm and cosy feel, as we take refuge at
home from the longer nights.
Our new collection will light up your space
with style and function.
AUTUMN/WINTER 2021
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Argy pendant light
AA4309R25

Alish floor lamp
AA6522R12

Carlisa table lamp
AA6520R53

Alish wall lamp
AA6513R12

Aleyla floor lamp
AA6511R34

Jayla wall light
AA6525M01

Alish table lamp
AA6512R12

Anina pendant light
AA4302R35
Amina table lamp AA4304R35

www.laforma.com.au
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SEASON

HIGHLIGHTS

For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.
Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

Aminy chair
Rust
CC0253UE86

Danai chair
Pearl
C639U38

Fantine chair
CC1918FN12

Glynis chair
Terracotta
CC0555J86

Glynis chair
Black
CC2034J01

Calixta barstool
CC1950P10H

Niut table
CC1838PR01

Novaks table
(120cm - 200cm)
CC0969M47

Novaks table
(140cm - 220cm)
CC1073M47

Novaks table
(170cm - 320cm)
CC1074M47

Glynis chair
Back & paper cord
CC2034CP46

Krise chair
Grey
CC0219M14

Krise chair
Black
CC0219M01

Krise chair
Natural
CC0219M46

Krise chair
White
CC0219M05

Oria table
CC1841PR05

Sheryl bar table
CC5083M46

Sheryl table 90cm
CC25081M46

Sheryl table 160cm
CC5082M46

Simja table
CC1824M46

Kristie chair
Black
CC0429M01

Kristie chair
Natural
CC0429M46

Kristie chair
White
CC0429M05

Nadya chair
C1986AB15

Nadya chair
CC1986AB14

Shami armchair
CC1888J12

Shami bench seat
CC1889J12

Shami bedside table
AA5632J12

Shami bed head
D167J12160

Wari bedside table
CC1338M87

Sheryl chair
Terracotta
CC5078J86

Yanet chair
Green
CC2190J19

Yanet chair
Terracotta
CC2189J86

Yanet stool
Green
CC2193J19

Yanet stool
Terracotta
CC2192J86

Indiann TV cabinet
125cm
CC1965M03

Indiann TV cabinet
210cm
CC1966M03

Indiann display unit
CC1995M03

Indiann table
(160cm - 220cm)
CC1964M03

Indiann sideboard
CC1963M03
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SEASON

HIGHLIGHTS

For our full range and product specifications, visit our website.
Trade login accesses live stock availability, pricing and easy online ordering.

www.laforma.com.au

Gamer armchair
S564J33

Gilma sofa with left-hand chaise
S792M01 - Black leg
S792M46 - Timber leg

Marthan armchair
S516J33

Noa sofa beige
S719GC12

Gilma sofa with right-hand chaise
S791M01 - Black leg
S791M46 - Timber leg

+ leg & pillow options

Vinny sofa
S489PK03

Yaira armchair
CC1912J36
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+ leg options

Azisi coffee table
CC5107R01

Hakon side table
CC0801M46

Hurten side table
CC1071F46

Kamilah coffee table
CC1837C15

Morrison side table
CC0777R01

Radler side table
CC0776R01

Rewena side table
CC1199K09

Rewena hall table
CC1200K09

Ulla Side table
CC0772R01

Samy pouf
AA1097FN05

Maja set of baskets
AA1165FN05

+ sizes

+ colours

Ami Cushion
KAA7102J09

Chiarina cushion
KAA6417J23

Uriana cushion
KAA7726J35

Temira serving board
AA7955PR05

Sachi bowl
AA6047K27

+ leg & pillow options

Noa sofa grey
S708GC02

Calixta armchair
CC1947P01

Leandra armchair
CC1916FN12

Terence rocking chair
CC0351M46

Bahie vase
AA4684C27

+ colours

+ colours

Bast side table
CC1831C07

Calen Bookshelf
AA6081R01

Daheli coffee table
AA6475R01

Nurit Rug
AA7151J01

Maica bath mat
AA6783J01

www.laforma.com.au
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+ leg options

+ colours

Nur rug
AA7141J27

+ sizes

www.laforma.com.au

Zada mirror
AA6085R01
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GET IN TOUCH
BRISBANE

SYDNEY

MELBOURNE

58 Robertson Street
Fortitude Valley. QLD. 4006
M: +61 456 644 477

Unit 12, The Alex,
40-42 O’Riordan Street
Alexandria. NSW. 2015
M: +61 421 948 733

Unit 3,
278 Ferntree Gully Road
Notting Hill. VIC. 3168
M: +61 439 209 466

Trade showrooms via appointment

sales@laforma.com.au
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(03) 8795 4400

